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Abstract. Language Modeling is one of the most important subfields of modern 
Natural Language Processing (NLP). The objective of language modeling is to 
learn a probability distribution over sequences of linguistic units pertaining to the 
language. As it produces a probability of the language unit that will follow, the 
language model can be viewed as a form of grammar for the language, and it 
plays a key role in traditional NLP tasks, such as speech recognition, machine 
translation, sentiment analysis, text summarization, grammatical error correction, 
natural language generation. Much work has been done for the English language 
in terms of developing both training and evaluation approaches. However, there 
has not been as much progress for the Ukrainian language. In this work, we are 
going to explore, extend, evaluate, and compare different language models for 
the Ukrainian language. The main objective is to provide a balanced evaluation 
data set and train a number of baseline models. 
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1 Introduction 

The objective of Language Modeling is to learn a probability distribution over se-
quences of linguistic units pertaining to a language. As linguistic units, we can con-
sider any natural units into which linguistic messages can be divided, for example, char-
acters, words, or phrases. These linguistic units, seen by the model, compose model’s 
dictionary U: 

𝑃𝑃(𝑆𝑆) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑢𝑢1,𝑢𝑢2, … ,𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛), (1) 

where 𝑆𝑆 – a sequence of linguistic units and 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖  - i-th unit. 
Typically, this is achieved by providing conditional probabilities p(u|c), where c is 

the context of linguistic unit u. For example, the probability of a particular unit in the 
sequence:  

𝑃𝑃(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖|𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 ,𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑘𝑘1+1, … ,𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖+𝑘𝑘2−1,𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖+𝑘𝑘2) (2) 
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Most fixed-vocabulary language models employ a distinguished symbol < unk > that 
represents all units not present in vocabulary U. These units are termed out-of-vocabu-
lary (OOV). 

As it produces a probability of the following language unit, the language model (LM) 
can be viewed as a grammar of the language and it plays a key role in traditional NLP 
tasks, such as automatic speech recognition [1, 2], machine translation [3, 4], sentiment 
analysis [5], text summarization [6, 7], grammatical error correction [8], natural lan-
guage generation [9]. 

2 Motivation 

Language Modeling is one of the central tasks to Natural Language Processing and 
Natural Language Understanding. Thus, in order to elaborate upon an NLP task for the 
language, this language needs to have a well-designed high-quality language model. 

As pointed out by Jozefowicz et al. in [10], ”Models which can accurately place 
distributions over sentences encode not only complexities of language such as gram-
matical structure, but also distil a fair amount of information about the knowledge that 
a corpora may contain”. 

Furthermore, to train and evaluate language models, it is required to have a well-
composed corpus. In linguistics and NLP, corpus refers to a collection of texts. Such 
collections may be formed of texts in a single language or span multiple languages and 
domains. In our case, it is very important to evaluate and benchmark the models on the 
data with balanced genres and topics. 

Overall, building a baseline language model and a gold standard corpus for the 
Ukrainian language is a crucial step in the evolution of Ukrainian NLP. 

For the English Language, language modelling went through multiple stages of 
evolvement. Much work has been done for the English language in terms of developing 
both training and evaluation approaches. Firstly, count-based approaches (based on sta-
tistics of N-grams), such as Kneser-Ney smoothed 5-gram models [11], were used as a 
fairly strong baseline. In recent years, much progress has been made by neural methods 
[1, 12], character-aware Neural Language Models [13], based on LSTMs [10], gated 
convolutional networks [14] and self-attentional networks [15]. 

At the same time, there has not been as much progress for the Ukrainian language in 
terms of language modeling. In this master’s thesis, we want to explore, extend, (or 
maybe develop), evaluate and compare a set of language models for the Ukrainian lan-
guage. The main objective is to offer an evaluation corpus and set a number of base-
lines. 

3 Goal 

The main objective is to offer an evaluation corpus and set a number of baselines: 

1. Which data corpus will be sufficient to train language models for the Ukrainian lan-
guage? How do we need to preprocess available data sets? 
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2. Which linguistic units represent sequential information from Ukrainian texts more 
accurately? 

3. What approaches and models perform better for the Ukrainian language? (classical 
probabilistic, n-gram based, neural networks) 

4. How to evaluate language models trained for the Ukrainian language? Intrinsic and 
extrinsic evaluation metrics. 

4 Background and Results to Date 

In this section, we describe the data sets we are going to train our language models on 
and explain the models, which we intend to train and evaluate at first. Also, we report 
our first results. 

4.1 Data 

Regarding the English language, despite much work being devoted to small data sets 
like the Penn Tree Bank (PTB) [16], research on larger tasks is very relevant as over-
fitting is not the main limitation in current language modeling, but is the main charac-
teristic of the PTB task. Results on larger corpora usually show better. Further, given 
current hardware trends and vast amounts of text available on the Web, it is much more 
straightforward to tackle large-scale modeling than it used to be. Thus, it would be good 
for our research to train the language models on large-scale LM benchmark like the 
One Billion Word Benchmark data set [17]. This data set consists of one thousand fold, 
800k word vocabulary and 1B words training data. 

For the Ukrainian language, we do not have such a huge, well-redacted, tagged, and 
well-balanced corpora. 

At this stage, we consider three datasets: 

─ Ukrainian Brown Corpus1 is a well-balanced and redacted corpus of original 
Ukrainian texts published between 2010 and 2018, comprised of such domains as: 
1) news media; 2) religious media; 3) professional literature; 4) aesthetic-informa-
tive literature; 5) administrative documents; 6) popular science; 7) science literature; 
8) educational literature; 9) fiction writing. Unfortunately, it is comparatively small. 
We conduct a descriptive analysis of ”Good” and ”So-so” parts of this corpus. This 
consists of 924 texts, 600810 training words, and 38728 unique lemmas2. 

─ Uber-Text Corpus3 contains more than 6 Gb of Ukrainian texts, but unfortunately, 
because of legal rules, is split into sentences, deprived of punctuation and then shuf-
fled randomly. Thus, only sentence-level sequences may be used to train and evalu-
ate the language models. Dmitry Chaplinsky kindly shared with us 9971 full texts 

                                                           
1 Ukrainian Brown Corpus: https://github.com/brown-uk/corpus 
2 Git-Hub: https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/ blob/mas-
ter/UkrBrownCorpusAnalysis_good%26soso.ipynb 
3 Uber-Text Corpus: http://lang.org.ua/en/corpora/ 

https://github.com/brown-uk/corpus
https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/blob/master/UkrBrownCorpusAnalysis_good%26soso.ipynb
https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/blob/master/UkrBrownCorpusAnalysis_good%26soso.ipynb
https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/blob/master/UkrBrownCorpusAnalysis_good%26soso.ipynb
http://lang.org.ua/en/corpora/
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from fiction writing and 631935 texts from Korrespondent news media data set. Of 
course, before using it, we should conduct some preprocessing. 

─ Wiki dumps4 

4.2 N-gram Language Models 

N-gram models are a widely used type of language models. As a rule, they are very 
straightforward to construct except for the issue of smoothing, a technique used to better 
estimate probabilities when there is insufficient data to estimate probabilities accu-
rately. Generalizing equation for n-gram model is:  

𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠) = ∏ 𝑝𝑝�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖−1 �𝑖𝑖+1
𝑖𝑖=1 ,  (3) 

where 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗

 denotes the units 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 … 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 and where we take 𝑢𝑢−𝑛𝑛+2 through 𝑢𝑢0 to be <BOS> 
and 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖+1 to be <EOS>. To estimate the probabilities:  

𝑝𝑝�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖−1 � = 𝑐𝑐(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1
𝑖𝑖 )

∑ 𝑐𝑐(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1
𝑖𝑖 )𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖

, (4) 

where 𝑐𝑐(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖 ) denotes the number of times the n-gram 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 … 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1 occurs in the 
given corpus. The units 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖−1  preceding the current unit 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖  are called the history. The 
sum ∑ 𝑐𝑐(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖 )𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖  is equal to the count of the history 𝑐𝑐(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛+1𝑖𝑖 ). 

Smoothing is a technique used to adapt the maximum likelihood estimate of proba-
bilities and to make distribution more uniform, by adjusting low probabilities such as 
zero probabilities upward and high probabilities downward. Smoothing methods gen-
erally prevent zero probabilities. 

While sparse data is a central issue in n-gram language modeling, an enormous num-
ber of techniques have been proposed for smoothing n-gram models. In [18], the au-
thors carried out an extensive empirical comparison of the most widely used smoothing 
techniques, including those described by [19–22, 11]. They introduced methodologies 
for analyzing smoothing algorithm performance in detail, and using these techniques 
they motivate a novel variation of Kneser-Ney smoothing that consistently outperforms 
all other algorithms evaluated. 

This backoff-smoothed model estimates the probability based on the observed entry 
with longest matching:  

𝑝𝑝�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝑢𝑢1𝑖𝑖−1� = 𝑝𝑝�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖−1�∏ 𝑏𝑏(𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖−1)𝑓𝑓−1
𝑛𝑛=1 , (5) 

 
where the probability 𝑝𝑝(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖|𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖−1) and back-off penalties 𝑏𝑏(𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖−1) are given by an al-
ready-estimated model. 

Open-source KenLM library proposed by [23] efficiently uses two data structures 
(PROBING and TRIE) to query n-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney 
smoothing, reducing both time and memory costs. 

                                                           
4 Ukrainian Wiki dumps: https://dumps.wikimedia.org/ukwiki/20190920/ 

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/ukwiki/20190920/
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We trained5 four n-gram language models using KenLM library on the Ukrainian 
Brown Corpus (length = 817699 units (words + punctuation marks), split into sen-
tences) and evaluated it with the perplexity measure (see Tab. 4.2). 

Table 1. Perplexity of the KenLM n-gram models trained on Ukrainian Brown Corpus 

n-gram model perplexity 
3-gram 18.68 
4-gram 12.52 
5-gram 11.60 
6-gram 11.44 

4.3 Neural Networks 

Deep Learning has fueled language modeling research in the past years as it allowed 
researchers to explore many tasks for which the strong conditional independence as-
sumptions are unrealistic. Using artificial neural networks in statistical language mod-
eling has been proposed by [12], who used feedforward neural networks with fixed-
length context. This approach was exceptionally successful and further investigation by 
[24]. Later, [25] has shown that neural network based models provide significant im-
provements in speech recognition for several tasks against good baseline systems. 

If we want to build models that can really learn the language, then online learning is 
crucial - acquiring new information is definitely important. Simple Recurrent neural 
network introduced by [1] outperformed state of the art back-off models significantly. 

We intend to train the state of the art architectures of Recurrent Neural Network 
Language Models (RNNLM) and Long-Short term memory Language models 
(LSTMLM) on Ukrainian Corpus. Also, we would like to combine RNNLM with N-
gram models as proposed in [17]. 

In recent years, strong character-level language models [26], [27] typically follow a 
common template “truncated backpropagation through time” (TBTT). A recurrent neu-
ral net (RNN) is trained over mini-batches of text sequences, using a relatively short 
sequence length (e.g. 200 tokens). Also, [15] introduced and interesting approach. They 
show that a non-recurrent model can achieve strong results in character-level language 
modeling. Specifically, they use a deep network of transformer self-attention layers [4] 
with causal (backwards-looking) attention to process fixed-length inputs and predict 
upcoming characters. 

We plan to train a character-level model on the Ukrainian Language data in order to 
test which models (Word-level vs Character-level) are more productive for the Ukrain-
ian language and on what span of text. 

                                                           
5 Git-Hub: https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/ 
blob/master/KenLM_Sentence-base-tagged.ipynb 

https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/blob/master/KenLM_Sentence-base-tagged.ipynb
https://github.com/Anastasiia-Khab/LMForTheUkrainianLanguage/blob/master/KenLM_Sentence-base-tagged.ipynb
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5 Methodology 

─ Tokenization and lemmatization: For tokenization and lemmatization, we use the 
nlp-uk library6 from Andriy Rysin and the BrUk group. 

─ Word embeddings: For word embeddings we can use lang-uk embeddings7 or fast-
text embeddings8 calculate embedding in parralel with training a model. 

─ Evaluation: As an evaluation metrics, firstly, we are going to consider perplexity 
[28]. 

6 Outline for Master Research and Thesis Completion 

10 September - 19 September 

 Write abstract 
 Formulate a rough scope of research and the main objectives 
 Start exploring the data 

21 September - 3 October 

 Explore the available data and search for more 
 Run some initial experiments on limited amount of data 
 Write a proposal for the symposium 

5 October - 17 October 

 Make sure all the necessary data is in place and preprocessed 
 Formulate a list of experiments 
 Start running experiments: train a baseline n-gram model  
 Test and analyze the evaluation metric and the evaluation set  

19 October - 31 October 

•  Train a neural language model 
•  Analyze the evaluation results and write conclusions 

2 November - 14 November 

•  Experiment with pre-trained embeddings 
•  Analyze the evaluation results the results and write conclusions 

14 November – 28 November 

• Conduct experiments on some advanced ideas if time permits (e.g. language gener-
ation; e.g. testing language models on some downstream tasks) 

                                                           
6 LanguageTool API NLP UK: https://github.com/brown-uk/nlp_uk 
7 Lang-uk embeddings: http://lang.org.ua/en/models/#anchor4 
8 Fasttext embeddings: https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html 

https://github.com/brown-uk/nlp_uk
http://lang.org.ua/en/models/#anchor4
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
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30 November - 12 December 

•  Decide on follow-up experiments and conduct them 
•  Start structuring the master thesis 

14 December - 26 December 

•  Finalise the diagrams, plots, tables, and figures 
•  Write the master thesis 

28 December - 8 January 

•  Proofread the thesis and polish the formatting 

7 Discussion and Outlook 

Modern natural language processing practitioners strive to create modeling techniques 
that work well on all of the world’s languages. For example, Google’s Multilingual 
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) System [29]. Rather than train a full sequence-to-
sequence model for every pair of language that they support, which is a tremendous 
feat in terms of both data and compute time required – they built a single system that 
can translate between any two languages. This is a sequence-to-sequence model, which 
accepts as input a sequence of words and a token specifying what language to translate 
into and uses shared parameters to translate into any target language. The new multi-
lingual model not only improved their translation performance, but also enabled ”zero-
shot translation”. For instance, having examples of Norwegian-English and Ukrainian-
English translations, Google’s multilingual NMT system trained on this data could ac-
tually generate reasonable Norwegian-Ukrainian translations, if we lack in training data 
for those two languages. The powerful implication of this finding is that part of the 
decoding process is not language-specific, and the model is in fact maintaining an in-
ternal representation of the input/output sentences independently of the actual lan-
guages involved. This is a domain-specific finding, which is very useful in language 
translation and does not diminish the importance of having an evaluated language 
model trained for the Ukrainian language. 

Indeed, as mentioned by [30], most methods are portable in the following sense: 
given appropriately annotated data, these could in principle be trainable in any lan-
guage. However, despite this crude cross-linguistic compatibility, it is unlikely that all 
languages are equally easy, or that our methods are equally good at all languages. Fur-
thermore, [30] presents a study on 21 languages, demonstrating that in languages with 
complex inflectional morphology, the textual expression of the information is harder to 
predict with both n-gram and LSTM language models. They show complex inflectional 
morphology to be a cause of performance differences among languages. 

Ukrainian is an East Slavic language and is famous for its rich inflexions. It is noted 
by [31], that the number of inflexions in Ukrainian by far exceeds their number in Eng-
lish since every notional part of speech has a variety of endings. The latter express 
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number, case and gender of nominal parts of speech (nouns, adjectives, numerals, pro-
nouns) and tense, aspect, person, number, voice and mood forms of verbs. Additionally, 
in the Ukrainian language any part of speech may form diminutive forms of the word, 
while in English only nouns have this possibility. 

We consider experimenting with multilingual language modeling or sharing model 
parameters from the models trained on structurally similar languages, for example, 
Polish, Russian, Slovak, or Belarusian languages. Then, we would compare this model 
with the other models using our evaluation techniques. 
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